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The Co-Ed

CON CONRAD
SAUL BERNE

Oh! Gosh, By Gosh the baby looks like me.
Oh! Gosh, By Gosh the baby looks like me.

Brown Eyes Why Are You Blue

Music by GEO. W. MÉYER

Words by AL BRYAN

Brown eyes, why are you blue? Brown eyes, what can I do?

Normandy

RUSSEL ROBINSON
JACK LITTLE & ADDY BRITT

Sweet forget-me-not of Normandy How I long to be back in Normandy

Dream Pal

BILLY BASKETTE

Dream pal, Tho' you're just my dream pal. You're in ev'ry scheme, pal, All through the day
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Moderato

Piano

Voice

What makes you gray—

Till ready

Work and no play,—

All day it's hustle and

grind.——

It really seems—

only in dreams—
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We leave those troubles behind.

Chorus

Every highway, every byway, Leads us to the land of Jack and Jill, Find your way 'round—

to that playground— And you'll find that life still
holds a thrill—Look for rest there, blue-birds nest there,

On the top of that story-book hill. Cares are

smothered—While you're smothered—In the land of

Jack and Jill. Every Jill.
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If You Can Love Every Night Like You Do On Sunday
By RUSSEL ROBINSON and PHIL BAXTER

Words by SAM M. LEWIS and JOE YOUNG

The Rocky Road To Dublin
Isn't Rocky Any More
Music by DICK FINCH

Words by SAM M. LEWIS and JOE YOUNG

Look What You're Missin'
Wastin' Time
By FRANK KURTZ, JACK CULLY and DICK FINCH

Words by SAM M. LEWIS and JOE YOUNG

Nobody Will Know But Me
By FRED E. AHLEERT

Words by CHARLIE DAVIS and RUSSEL ROBINSON

Fallin' Down
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